
Case Study

Axon Rides – Launching A Brand, A Product and 
Managing Their Marketing



The Problem –

"We need help launching our 
Axon Rides e-bikes"



The brief from the client

Axon Rides are UK based brand of electric bikes. They specialise in lightweight, foldable, and 
affordable electric bikes for commuters and urban explorers. They help people get 
around their city in a way that’s kind to the environment and their wallet.

We were first introduced to Axon Rides by a mutual contact, the team from 5 On A Bike. We 
have worked closely with 5 On A Bike on previous projects even before Bacon Marketing came 
into existence, so they were aware of the standard of our work.

When Axon Rides approached them in search of a video to help them launch the product, they 
pointed Axon Rides in our direction to help manage the marketing side of the launch.

We were initially brought on board to manage the brand and product launch including photo 
and video- shoots, manage their website and ecommerce, email, social, and build an internal 
sales and marketing team.



The Solution

“Fully integrate within Axon Rides as their 
marketing team”



We were responsible for...



Creating a plan and managing the team

When taking on any project it's important to plan, so naturally, this was where we 
started. 

We worked with Axon Rides to create an achievable strategy and marketing plan 
which reflected the goals and targets of the business.

From this we were able to create the launch
campaign and ongoing sales and marketing
campaigns needed to grow the business at pace.

We became fully integrated within Axon Rides as
their marketing team shortly after launch. 
Giving them an experienced team that you would
normally only see in a much bigger company 
at a fraction of the cost.



Driving Traffic
All websites need traffic, and a new business is just 
the same. However, with no organic results ready to 
come out of the starting blocks, digital ads were 
needed to help create presence alongside offline 
methods.

To drive traffic, we employed:

• Google and Social Ads

• Out of home advertising

• Direct mail

• Combined telemarketing, telesales

• In person visits to retailer

• Events



The Axon Website

Axon Rides are gaining new stockists every 
week, so a regular part of the job is updating 
their website.

This is a key part of their responsibilities to 
the retailers when onboarding them. 

Our responsibility is to keep the website 
running, up to date, and SEO optimised.

We also write their blog posts to ensure the website is forever fresh, exciting and sizzling 
for Axon Rides. We do the research, write the drafts, source the marketing materials and 
publish on behalf of Axon Rides.

This means there’s always something for potential and existing customers to read and 
provides plenty of content for their social media pages.



Email Marketing

Email marketing and sales nurture emails come 
right in the heart of Axon Rides strategy, data-
driven and highly targeted B2B emails and opt-
in B2C educational and sales emails.

Email campaigns included:

• Event notification – B2B & B2C

• New retailers available – B2C

• News - B2B & B2C

• Sales and promotions - B2B & B2C

• Automation - B2B & B2C

• And more...



Analysing the Data

All the activities we undertake for Axon 
Rides are closely monitored. 

We look for the successes so that we can 
capitalise on these and fine tune them, 
plus we make any required improvements 
to get the most out of their budget for 
them.

Critical areas include:

• Paid advertising and ROI

• Overall traffic and social account growth

• Retailer onboarding

• Email subscribers

• Online sales



Managing Relationships
As with any internal team, when it comes to 
specialist activities, we outsource them to the 
best people for the job and then manage the 
relationships and costs.

For Axon Rides this included:

• A video production agency

• Graphic designer 

• Print and display manufacturer

• Event production teams

• Photographers and models



Retailer Support
Each retailer onboarded needed to have a 
launch campaign of its own, making 
the local community aware of the presence 
of Axon Rides in their nearest store.

We did this through a number of methods 
including:

• Freestanding displays in store

• Popup banners

• In person store attendance

• Website listings and landing pages

• Paid digital ads

• Email and social announcements

• Retailer marketing packs

• Managed online demo bookings



The Oxford Photoshoot



The Oxford Photoshoot
Axon supplies E-Bikes to locations all around the UK, so all their marketing materials must 
portray this. During the course of the first year we carried out, with specialist photography 
and videography agencies shoots in London, Oxford, Bath, Bristol, Swindon and even on 
the beach. 

One of the key ones was Oxford, as this portrays the UK in the most quintessential way, 
the old college buildings, cobbled streets, married up with new architecture, parks and 
public transport. 

The day shoot was all based around our two actors travelling to university/work and on a 
casual day out, exploring the urban setting of Oxford.

Working alongside 5 On A Bike and Sarah Rider, Bacon Marketing planned and executed 
the shoot, with the end result being a great catalogue of resources that cover a wide range 
of styles. 

The following slides include some of the images and the promo video. 







Final thoughts



How have we improved their marketing/ 
Sales?

Before we took over their marketing, Axon had a basic website with no 
other marketing activities. 

After launching their company, brand, products, and website, we took over 
their long-term marketing.

Axon now has it’s bikes in over 60 stores UK wide, including a mixture of 
physical and online stores, a global marketplace, regular mentions in the 
press a growing social following and a growing, owned retail presence.



Client feedback

“Phil and his team understand the components of B2B marketing. What makes 
Bacon Marketing, in my opinion, unique, is they understand the link between 
sales and marketing. Tasked with building marketing frameworks from ideas, 
plans and strategy, Phil quickly assesses the landscape and what is really 
required from his perspective.

You get what you pay for. Very clear and professional marketing consultancy 
backed with years of industry experience across data-driven campaigns. Phil 
understands how a business works. His investment is clear from the start and 
throughout secondments with immense levels of effort and passion.

Phil and his team always deliver way above ROI to client relationships. That’s 
why he appears in my contact list as Marketing Legend.”

Neil Edwards - Axon



Over to you – Let us help you with your marketing

Is your business just starting? 

Have you been running for a while and just need a refresh?

Need an outside perspective on a new product or offering?

Need somebody in the interim during a transition?

Drop us an email on pigs@baconmarketing.co.uk


